Under the traditional model, enterprises to establish a set of IT systems not only need to buy hardware and other infrastructure, but also to buy software licenses, the need for specialized staff maintenance. The scale of the enterprise will continue to upgrade the various hardware and software facilities to meet the needs. For enterprises, computers and other hardware and software itself is not what they really need, they are just to complete the work, to provide effi cient tools only. For individuals, we usually use the computer to install a lot of software, and many software is a fee, the user is not often used to buy the software is very uneconomical. We only need to pay a small amount of 'rent' to 'rent' to these software services for us to save a lot of money to buy hardware and software. Just as we use electricity every day, but we are not every self-generator, it is provided by the power plant; we use tap water every day, but we do not have every well, it is provided by the water plant. This model is great enough to save resources and facilitate our lives. The face of the computer to bring us the troubles, we can like the use of water and electricity as the use of computer resources? These ideas eventually led to the generation of clouds and cloud computing. 
Cloud computing and cloud storage overview

The generation of cloud concepts
The idea of cloud computing dates back to the 1960s, and John McCarthy once mentioned that 'calculating sooner or later will turn into a public infrastructure.' This means that computing power can be circulated as a commodity, like gas, water, electricity, easy access, low cost. Cloud computing is the biggest diff erence is that it is transmitted over the Internet. From the most fundamental sense, the cloud is the data storage in the cloud, applications and services stored in the cloud, take full advantage of the data center powerful computing power to achieve the user business system of the adaptive. October 2007, IBM and Google announced in the fi eld of cloud computing cooperation, cloud computing has attracted the attention of many people, and quickly become the industry and academia research hot spots.
Broad cloud computing includes more vendors and service types, such as domestic UF, Kingdee and other management software vendors to launch online fi nancial software, Google released Google application suite.
The popular understanding is that cloud computing 'cloud' is the resource that exists on the server cluster on the Internet. It includes hardware resources (server, memory, CPU, etc.) and software resources (such as application software, integrated development environment, etc.), local The computer only needs to send a demand information through the Internet, the remote will have tens of thousands of computers to provide you with the required computing resources and the results back to the local computer, so that the local computer almost do not need to do, all the processing In the cloud computing provider provided by the computer group to complete.
Cloud storage concept
Cloud storage is a new concept that extends and develops in the cloud computing paradigm. It refers to the use of functions such as clustering applications, grid technologies, or distributed fi le systems to deliver a wide variety of diff erent types of storage devices Through the application software together to work together to jointly provide data storage and business access functions of a system. When the cloud computing system computing and processing is the core of a large number of data storage and management, cloud computing systems need to confi gure a large number of storage devices, then the cloud computing system is transformed into a cloud storage system, so cloud storage is a data storage And management as the core of the cloud computing system.
Cloud storage architecture and structure model
All devices in a cloud-like storage system are completely transparent to the user, and any authorized user at any place can access the cloud storage through an access cable and cloud storage.
Cloud storage simple structure diagram
Often see people talking about cloud storage, but did not see the actual map, it is diffi cult to imagine what the end of the cloud storage look like, the following is a simple cloud storage diagram (Figure 1 ): Figure 1 Orange storage node (storage node) is responsible for storing the fi le, the blue control node (control node) is as a fi le index, and is responsible for monitoring the storage node capacity and load balance, the two parts together to form a cloud storage. Storage nodes and control nodes are simple server, but the storage node of the hard disk more storage node server does not need to have RAID function, as long as you can install Linux, the control node in order to protect the data, you need a simple RAID level 01 Features.
Each storage node and control node at least two card (Gigabit, 10 Gigabit card can, and some also support infi niband), a network internal node is responsible for communication with the control node, data migration, an external is responsible for external applications Data read and write, a gigabit card, read can reach 100MB, write can reach 70MB, if you think a card is not enough, you can also install a few more pieces.
The gray box (NFS, HTTP, FTP, WebDav) is the application side, the upper left corner of the gray box (mgmt console) is a PC, responsible for cloud storage node management. On the application side, cloud storage is just a fi le system, and in general support standard protocols, such as NFS, HTTP, FTP, WebDav, etc., it is easy to old system and cloud storage, the application does not need what changes.
Cloud storage is not to replace the existing disk array, but in order to cope with the rapid growth of the amount of data and bandwidth generated by the new form of storage systems, cloud storage in the design usually consider the following three points:
1. Capacity, bandwidth expansion is simple Expansion cannot stop, will automatically add the new storage node capacity into the original storage pool; do not need to do complicated settings.
Whether the bandwidth grows linearly
The use of cloud storage customers, many are considering the future growth of bandwidth, so cloud storage product design will produce a big diff erence, some more than a dozen nodes will reach saturation, so that the future expansion of bandwidth will have a negative impact, This point to be clear in advance, or wait until the discovery does not meet the demand, has bought a few hundred TB, regret too late.
Is it easy to manage?
Do not say Google has 50,000 storage servers, even if there are many customers have more than 500 storage, if not using cloud storage to manage, manage 500 storage is a huge job, accidentally may lead to some applications Of the collapse of cloud storage applications is an inevitable trend, when the user to migrate the application to the cloud storage, he manages is a storage, rather than 500 or even 50,000 storage. Management of storage is not easy to mistake, respectively, management of 50,000 or not wrong is diffi cult.
Above I introduced a pure software cloud storage solution, and some products are hardware solutions, they put the orange storage node and the blue control node, on a device, the shortcomings of doing so is the cost Relatively high, customers can not according to their own needs, any choice for their own specifi cations of the hardware, such as read and write performance, network card, hard drive capacity, etc., so my personal view that the software solution will be the fi nal winner, Storage of the user's point of view, they are demanding on the cost, do not want to give up their original hardware investment, these are hardware solutions cannot be met.
Cloud storage structure model
Compared with the traditional storage device, cloud storage is not just hardware, but network equipment, storage devices, servers, application software, public access interface, access network and client programs and other parts of the complex system. Each part of the storage device as the core, through the application software to provide external data storage and business access services.
Cloud storage system structure model consists of four layers
The storage layer:
The storage tier is the most basic part of cloud storage. The storage device can be an FC Fiber Channel storage device, which can be an IP storage device such as NAS and iSCSI, or a DAS storage device such as SCSI or SAS. Storage devices in cloud storage are often large and distributed in diff erent regions, connected to each other over a wide area network, the Internet, or an FC Fiber Channel network.
Storage device is a unified storage device management system, you can achieve the storage device logic virtualization management, multi-link redundancy management, and hardware equipment, state monitoring and fault maintenance.
The basic management:
Basic management is the core of cloud storage, cloud storage is the most difficult to achieve part. The basic management layer through the cluster, distributed fi le system and grid computing and other technologies to achieve cloud storage in a number of storage devices between the co-operations, so that multiple storage devices can provide the same service, and provide greater and stronger Better data access performance.
CDN content distribution system, data encryption technology to ensure that cloud storage data will not be unauthorized users access, at the same time, through a variety of data backup and disaster recovery technology and measures to ensure that the data in the cloud storage will not be lost, Store its own security and stability.
The application interface layer:
The application interface layer is the most fl exible part of cloud storage. Diff erent cloud storage operating units can be based on the actual business type, the development of diff erent application service interface, to provide diff erent application services. Such as video surveillance application platform, IPTV and video on demand application platform, network hard disk reference platform, and remote data backup application platform.
Access layer:
Any authorized user can access the cloud storage system through the standard public application interface, enjoy the cloud storage service. Cloud storage operating units are diff erent, cloud storage provides access types and access means are also diff erent.
Cloud storage features and advantages
Many cloud storage technologies have this as a basic design premise, so cloud storage technology inherently has good high availability and fault tolerance.
Advantages to users
1. According to the actual use of space leasing use, pay on demand, effectively reduce the actual purchase of equipment costs; 2. No need to add additional hardware facilities or equipped with a person responsible for maintenance, reduce management diffi culty; 3. The common data replication, backup, server expansion and other work by the cloud provider implementation, which will focus on their own core business; 4. At any time to expand the space to increase or decrease, more fl exible storage control space.
The advantages of the enterprise
The cost advantage
Now there are few separate storage systems. A large part of the reason is the storage system deployment costs are relatively high. Some companies prefer to bear the risk of data loss, do not want to spend a lot of money to buy a storage system. And the use of cloud storage products, you can signifi cantly reduce the storage system deployment costs.
Cloud storage products are providers that deploy a storage server on the Internet and then rent them to businesses. This is the same as the current real estate market. Now the house is getting more expensive, ordinary people cannot aff ord. But also live, how to do it? At this point as long as the rent to solve the problem. After all, rents are paid on a monthly or yearly basis, and most people are paid. The cost of the long term may diff er from the cost of the purchase. But after all, can spread the fi nancial pressure of the enterprise.
Simply put, that is, you can at a relatively low price, to enjoy a relatively high storage services. The use of the more popular words is cheap. In addition, cloud storage products (such as Huawei's T3000), in the cloud storage products combine the concept of hierarchical storage, to further reduce the storage costs of enterprises. Hierarchical storage is based on the importance of diff erent data, will be stored in high, medium and low-end storage systems. Of course diff erent storage systems are diff erent for their rental prices. Like the usual monitoring data, its importance is relatively low. And its capacity is relatively large. If you put it in the high-end storage system, you need to spend a lot of space, but there is no need. At this time can be placed in the low-end storage system to reduce the cost of space rental.
Management advantages
The second advantage of cloud storage products is the management advantage. Specifically, you can start from several levels.
First of all, the cloud storage product maintenance tasks are done by the supplier. In other words, the enterprise itself does not need to be equipped with a professional storage system administrator. In fact, this is like a Yuesao. Some women have children for the fi rst time, and may lack the necessary experience in how to care for their children. Which may inadvertently cause harm to the child? And Yuesao is diff erent to take care of the newly born child is his work, after his hand the child has dozens, or even hundreds, experience can be described as very rich. Let it take care of the child, may be better than the mother to take care of their children. This is what is so popular Yuesao reasons. Now companies use cloud storage products, a dedicated staff to be responsible for the maintenance of cloud storage server, as if to the server invited a Yuesao. The stability and performance are stronger than their own maintenance. Second, it is easier to expand. Now the cloud storage products, such as Huawei's T3000, are basically based on modular design. An important advantage of modular design is its flexibility is relatively high. In the follow-up can be based on business to expand the business. It is like renting a house, the landlord has a big house, there are a dozen rooms. Users can be based on their own needs to rent a two use, if the future is not enough, but also need to rent, then do not need to change the house, just like the landlord can rent a room. This can save the trouble of moving. This is what the business needs. Some companies in the early planning is insuffi cient, often appear late storage space is insuffi cient. Such a business, just beginning on the storage system, only taking into account the database, fi le server, mail server needs, but did not take into account the needs of factory monitoring system. Later on the monitoring system, only to fi nd the original storage space cannot meet the needs of monitoring (monitoring video fi les generally need to store about 2 weeks, and the fi le is large), companies have to buy a storage server dedicated to storage Video fi le. If the enterprise is using cloud storage products, you can save this trouble.
Access advantages
If you deploy a storage server yourself, such as deploying a storage system for a fi le server or ERP system, you may encounter some obstacles at the time of access. Such as enterprises in the deployment of the system, often using the IP address of the network, this is because the IP address restrictions, on the other hand is for security reasons, to storage servers and other important equipment hidden in the enterprise. But it also brought some obstacles to the visit. If the business now has employees on the outside travel, he needs to use the Internet to access the internal documents, this time there are some diffi culties. The enterprise network administrator needs to confi gure a server such as VPN or NAT. But this will increase the cost of management, and the speed of access is not how ideal, stability is not very good.
Cloud storage products and their deployment of the server, there is a big diff erence, that is, the location of the server. Self-deploying servers, due to various reasons, the server is often placed inside the enterprise. While the cloud storage products, the server is placed on the Internet. And the location of the server, the user access to the way will be diff erent. Cloud storage products because the server is placed on the Internet, for both users within the network or outside the network users to access the information stored in the cloud storage products, must be through the Internet can be (some will be in the enterprise internal server to create a copy ). And because of the superior performance of the storage server, while the rental will be relatively large bandwidth, the speed of access for this user is still acceptable.
Tailored solutions
Cloud storage products in the provision of its storage space, in fact, does not just provide space itself, but also according to the needs of enterprises to give a tailored solution. Enterprises have diff erent information credit. Diff erent information applications to its storage device requirements are diff erent. Only to be treated separately, to be able to save costs at the same time, in performance and safety to get the most satisfaction.
The simplest example is video surveillance data and ERP system data, which is diff erent for storage devices. Video surveillance data is characterized by large capacity, low utilization rate (usually only the data stored and will not be read), can be covered (the general data only need to save half a month). The ERP data is characterized by permanent preservation, capacity is not large, high utilization rate, high performance requirements, and concurrent access to high and so on. Different characteristics of these different data, it is decided to use a different storage device. For video monitoring data, only the capacity required being large and performance can be lower. For ERP data, requiring storage devices have a relatively high I / O, improve the data fault tolerance mechanism and so on. Enterprises themselves because of the lack of professionals in this area, it is diffi cult for the actual situation according to their own design a reasonable solution.
The application of cloud storage
Personal level cloud storage applications
1. Net disk I believe many people have used Tencent, MSN and many other large sites launched a 'network disk' service. Network disk is an online storage service, the user can access the way through the WEB to upload and download fi les, to achieve personal important data storage and network backup. Advanced network disk can provide web pages and client software and other two kinds of access, network disk capacity space generally depends on the service provider's service strategy, or depends on the service providers want to make users pay how much.
Online document editing
After years of rapid development, Google has been able to provide services from the original single search engine, extended to Google Calendar, Google Docs, Google Scholar, Google Picasa and other online application services. Google generally put these online application services called cloud computing.
Compared to the traditional document editing software, the emergence of Google Docs will make our use and habits of the great changes in the future we will no longer need to install personal PC and other offi ce software, just open the Google Docs page, through Google Docs can edit and modify the document (using the cloud computing system) and save the edited document in the personal storage space provided by the Google Docs service (using the cloud storage system). Wherever we go, you can log in to Google Docs again to open the documents saved in the cloud storage system. Through the cloud storage system rights management functions, as well as can easily achieve the document sharing, transmission, and copyright management.
Online games
In recent years, online games more and more received young people love, legend, World of Warcraft, martial arts and other three diff erent themes and styles of the game after another, online game companies also resorted to all means to attract players. But many players will find a very important question: that is due to bandwidth and single server performance constraints, to meet the thousands of players on the line, online game companies need to build a number of diff erent regions of the game server, and these Game server players are completely isolated from each other, diff erent servers on the players simply cannot meet in the game, let alone team together to complete the game task.
Later, we can cloud computing and cloud storage system to build a huge, super game server group, the server group system for gamers speaking, as is a server, all players compete together. Cloud computing and cloud storage applications, instead of the existing multi-server architecture, so that all players can focus on the management of a game server group. All the players gathered together, which will make the game more exciting, the competition becomes more intense. At the same time, the use of cloud computing and cloud storage systems can maximize the performance of the game server to achieve more features, the players in addition to no longer need to download, install large-capacity game program, but also eliminates the need for regular Game upgrades and other issues.
Enterprise cloud storage applications
In addition to personal cloud storage applications, enterprise-class cloud storage applications will soon be available, and later may become the main force of cloud storage applications. From the current situation of diff erent industries storage applications, the following types of systems will soon enter the cloud storage era.
Enterprise space rental services
The continuous development of information technology makes the amount of information data of enterprises and units grow geometrically. The increase in the amount of data not only means that more hardware equipment investment, but also means that more room equipment investment, as well as operating maintenance costs and labor costs increase. Even now there are still many units, especially small and medium enterprises do not have the money to buy independent, private storage devices, and no storage technology engineers can eff ectively complete the storage device management and maintenance.
Through high-performance, high-capacity cloud storage systems, data service operators and IDC data centers can provide a convenient and effi cient space rental service for enterprises and institutions that cannot purchase large-capacity storage devices alone, to meet the ever-increasing business data storage of enterprises and institutions Management services, at the same time, a large number of professional and technical personnel of the day-to-day management and maintenance can protect the cloud storage system to run safe to ensure that data will not be lost.
Enterprise-class remote data backup and disaster recovery
As the amount of enterprise data continues to increase, data security requirements are also increasing. Enterprises in the data not only have enough capacity to store space, but also the need for data security backup and remote disaster recovery. This is not only to ensure the safety of local data, but also to ensure that when a major local disaster through remote backup or remote disaster recovery system for rapid recovery.
Through high-performance, high-capacity cloud storage systems and remote data backup software, data service operators and IDC data centers can provide space leasing and backup services for all enterprises and enterprises that need remote data backup and disaster recovery. Ordinary enterprises Units, small and medium enterprises can be rented IDC data center to provide space services and remote data backup services, you can build their own remote backup and disaster recovery system.
Video surveillance system
Over the past two years, Telecom and China Netcom throughout the country to build a number of diff erent sizes of the 'global eye', 'wide vision' network video surveillance system. The ultimate goal of the 'Global Eye' or 'Wide Vision' system is to build a video surveillance system that is similar to the voice network and data service network and provide remote (real-time or off -site) video surveillance for all users And video playback, and through the service to charge fees. However, due to the current urban and urban conditions between the network constraints, video surveillance system storage device size constraints, 'Global Eye' or 'wide vision' can generally within a city, and even a city within a district to build The Suppose we have a cloud storage system across the country, and in this cloud storage system embedded video surveillance platform management software, building 'global eye' or 'wide vision' system will become a very simple thing. System builders only need to consider the camera and encoder and other front-end equipment for each encoder, IP camera to allocate a sufficient bandwidth access network links, through the access network and cloud storage system, real-time video images can It is easy to save to the cloud storage, and through the video surveillance platform management software to achieve image management and call. Users can not only through the TV wall or PC to monitor the image signal; you can also remotely through the phone to watch real-time images.
Typical industry cloud storage example 4.3.1 Introduction to i Cloud
iCloud is the cloud service that Apple launched at the WWDC conference in June 2011. It can back up your various data such as music, games, apps, pictures and contacts to the cloud, but it's not just a cloud storage application, iCloud is a platform, iPhone, iPad, iMac, Macbook and other iOS devices using Apple devices can use it. At the same time iCloud can also cooperate with Apple's music service, allowing users to directly enjoy the music in the clouds, in fact, there are many examples of this, Apple's many application services have been put into the 'cloud iCloud inside.'
How does he help us in our lives?
We now illustrate the role of the next iCloud, as shown in Figure 2 , people in life certainly no entertainment and work.
Figure 2
In this work inside the scene, lists a few keywords, namely reminders, documents, bookmarks, e-mail and address book, relative to the network disk, iCloud more intelligent, fi rst of all it to achieve a seamless iOS device connection, (iCloud and iWork seamlessly compatible), while iCloud also has a pairing recognition function, through the geographical location function can get each other's information, the information can be used to fi nd the information, In fact, this is before Apple launched the MobileMe service.
In the entertainment, we give a few keywords are photos, music, movies, social, e-books, for music, iCloud can scan thousands of songs inside iTunes, iTunes will identify your favorite songs that already in the Music Store. Any matching music can be automatically added to your iCloud library, so you can listen to any device at any time. In the photo, the user using the iOS device to take photos through wifi sync to iCloud on the space, the user can in addition to the 'cloud' on the management of these photos, you can also push these photos to other iOS devices, such as iTV and so on.
All in all, if you and your friends are Apple users 'heavy' users, then iCloud can help you save a lot of communication, interactive process of trouble.
To summarize the above, we can defi ne iCloud as a platform for integrated cloud storage, cloud computing, and cloud search. Apple's strategy for the previous company is focused on mobile terminals. From the data point of view, Apple's mobile devices occupy the company's entire product line 70% share, of course, Apple's ambition is not only with this, when the music, movies, offi ce and other mainstream applications in the formation of the size of the user, the user's needs will continue to increase, and Apple's traditional value-added services will follow up, like Had to build the same as the App Store.
Baidu cloud disk
Apple from the introduction of icloud services, many of the domestic Internet cloud era also followed. Tencent, grand, Huawei, Baidu, Jinshan major Internet began to compete for 'cloud users', and we take a Baidu cloud products for evaluation.
Users can upload their own fi les, photos, videos and other information through the Internet to virtual cloud storage, and users can anytime any place any kind of equipment and through the Internet to access or download their own content in the cloud. Such a model is called 'cloud'.
Baidu cloud disk is the need to register, if the user has Baidu's account so you can directly enter, support Sina microblogging QQ and other account login. Baidu cloud disk disk free of charge to the user 15GB of storage space, but the first registration of the user only 5GB of space, the user needs to complete a specific task to wait for the corresponding free space, up to 10GB, total 15GB. Cloud disk to support a variety of terminals to access, PC PC, mobile phones and tablet PCs, but Apple users iPhone and ipad need jailbreak can be installed.
Cloud storage development trends and challenges
Cloud storage is currently facing major problems are: broadband bottlenecks, security and availability, infrastructure.
Broadband bottlenecks
Considering that the gap between broadband boost and data growth has worsened over the past 20 years, broadband is likely to be the biggest obstacle to the popularity of cloud storage as a standard commercial application. For typical individual consumers, Internet broadband from 28.8k modem upgrade to 5Mbps or so, to enhance the rate of more than 170 times. But at the same time the data growth from the previous average of about 100MB per user surge to more than 1TB, the increase even more than 10,000 times. With the widening of this gap, off site storage is becoming less and less viable as a major data storage path.
Security and Availability
In addition to broadband, other restrictive factors, including reliability and safety, cannot be ignored on the agenda. Migrating data to the cloud gives enterprise users a high degree of control over their cloud storage server vendors in terms of data security and availability. It is very diffi cult for many companies to migrate their data to the cloud. It can be said that security and usability concerns are the supremacy of the enterprise's approach to cloud storage.
One is the lack of control over the provision of cloud storage or cloud computing resources on the network. Therefore, the user thinks that all the transferred data may be intercepted or changed. As a result, any sensitive information such as login ID and password should be protected. This security issue is now available as a cloud service, typically provided by e-mail and CRM main applications.
In the past, security refers to the surrounding security, to ensure that the surrounding does not allow unauthorized access. In a virtual world, through a virtual IT service, a physical perimeter has ceased to exist. Therefore, the enterprise must assume that all transmitted data may potentially be intercepted. There is no physical control on a system, and the execution of these rules must rely on other methods to restrict access to information. Encryption is an important way to restrict access to meaningful information. As a result, when IT services are delivered over the cloud, encryption becomes an important component of security. Cloud storage problems are very challenging because data must be stored and saved in encrypted form. If the encryption key itself is lost or damaged, the data itself is lost or damaged accordingly.
Infrastructure
Performance does not necessarily require the higher the better, but a variety of performance areas for users to choose, but basically still have to meet the lower delay, the early cloud computing platform due to ignore the back-end storage input and more IO delay. In addition, 70% of the stored data is static, little or even not being accessed again, then the data is settled by the automated ILM (Information Lifecycle Management) to lower cost media, and the enterprise can save money The In order to do this, you must use the policy-based block-level ILM method, volume and file-level automatic migration cannot achieve the desired eff ect, only the granularity of the data to the block level, it is possible to do the application of the corresponding importance of data protection Needless to say, for storage, data security is the fi rst, especially business users.
Solve the above three issues, cloud storage will adapt to the needs of commercial information repository. The initial backup can be done in the device, or it can be backed up on the cloud for data protection outside the device.
Conclusions
On the basis of many resources, this paper introduces some concepts and architecture models of cloud storage. In the development of computer network, it is necessary to derive some network technology which is more benefi cial to users and enterprises. The use of these technologies, how to make these technologies better penetration into individual users is worthy of our discussion. For now, there is little less about what we know about cloud storage, but the development trend of cloud storage is limitless, and we look forward to the day when cloud storage leaves the sky.
